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Latest releases 

Mr. PRESIDENT. Da George Washington a Donald Trump 
(MR. PRESIDENT. FROM GEORGE WASHINGTON TO DONALD TRUMP) 
Fernando Masullo and Andrea Bozzo 
 
Pages: 192 
 
Published: January 20th, 2017 
 
“A travel through history, together with Andrea Bozzo’s amazing illustrations, that 

you will never get tired of and that will offer you interesting points of view.” 

[Mario Calabresi, editor in chief of La Repubblica] 

 
Fernando Masullo and Andrea Bozzo tell us the history of the United States of 

America through the portraits of their most representative men: those 45 presidents who – some for long, some 

for short periods of time – had the destiny of the entire world in their hands.  

Generals who are too fond of duels and keen pool players, toothless surveyors and chain smokers, tailors that 

drank too much and longstanding playboys. And then, Hollywood actors, hard-as-nails fighters, gamblers and 

some sons that followed in their fathers’ footsteps – which never hurts.  

This book gathers all the portraits, from George Washington to Barack Obama, published on the weekly 

magazine Venerdì (Friday supplement of Repubblica, the most important Italian daily newspaper), and because 

of last November’s elections it adds the one of Donald Trump. In the preface, Mario Calabresi, editor in chief of 

Repubblica, defines this book “a travel through history”. 

 

Fernando Masullo was born in Nola in the first half of the 20th century. He has always been working for Rai, 

Italian national TV. He was a political reporter during the First Republic and, for ten years, news correspondent 

from the United States. While he was there, he had the chance of witnessing first hand three presidential 

campaigns. When he got back to Italy, he became deputy editor of National Radio News and then of National TV 

http://www.casasirio.com/foreign-rights/


Rai 3, where he started Ballarò and Hotel Patria. Now, he is dedicating himself to his passions: Naples’ football 

team, books, playing the guitar and Maremma.  

 

Andrea Bozzo was born in Turin in 1969. He works as an illustrator for newspapers, publishing houses and 

firms. His works are published: on The New York Times, on Vanity Fair, on La Stampa, on La Repubblica, by 

Feltrinelli, on Il Sole 24ore, by Corraini Edizioni, at Bologna Childrens Book Fair. He works for the Iaad 

(Institute of Applied Arts and Design) in Turin as a coordinator of the department of Communication and 

Graphic Design and teaching Art Direction. He works as an advisor for Milan’s Mimaster of Illustration and for 

the Literary Festival “Sulla terra leggeri”. He has been taking care of the magazine Linus’s back cover since 

2016. 

 
Il primo giorno della tartaruga 
(THE FIRST DAY OF THE TURTLE) 
Sirio Lubreto 
 
Pages: 272 
 
Published: September 30th, 2016 

 

An illegal immigrant who likes booze too much; a dirty cop - nicknamed 
Bokassa - who rules over the Immigration Office in Naples, a lesbian hooker 
ready to do anything in order to get respect, a half Italian half Egyptian 
trafficker of migrants just released from a Saudi Jail. And  hen terrorists, 
mobsters, skinheads and the greatest drug shipment (and troubles) that 
you have ever seen. 
 
Issa has been scratching along in Naples’ sidewalks for two years. He hasn't 
got a residence permit and is chased by both the camorra and the Police. 

When Bokassa invites him to a trip in the middle of the Sahara, he's got no problem to accept on the spot. Samira, 
on her hand, just turned in her pimp, so she wants to run away and change her life for good. Escorting Bokassa and 
his 300 kilograms of cocaine to Berlin is not an easy job, but a great rewards awaits them in Germany. So she has 
nothing to lose? 

 

- How about the story you told Bokassa? 
- I think about turtles birth every day. Puppies have to get out of the sand and run to the water before crabs and birds 
eat them. No more than one or two survive. And you? 
- Me? I ran and ran and I never looked back, as youtold Bokassa before. Except for the prick. They didn’t want to kill me, 
they just wanted to bang me for twenty euros at a time. 
 
Sirio Lubreto was born in Naples 43 years ago. In 2001 he left Italy and moved to Germany and then Chile and 
Niger, where he worked for German NGOs. Since 2008 he has settled back in Berlin where he started a family with 
a partner who speaks French and a son who speaks German. He currently works as an expert in geographical 
information systems. 

 

Catalogue highlights – Italian fiction 

Ti scriverò prima del confine 
(I WILL WRITE TO YOU BEFORE THE BORDER) 
Diego Barbera 
 
2 reprints 
 



Winner of Premio Nabokov press release here. 

Pages: 272 
Published: January 16, 2015 
 

After being admitted to a private clinic to be treated for the Event that made 
him a national hero M***o, the protagonist of Ti scriverò prima del confine, finds 
himself to be the target of a media assault. Journalists, TV reporters, bloggers: 
they would do anything to interview him. 
M***o only opens out to Giulia, the patient from room 27. He tells her his story, 
leaving out any names. Most importantly, M***o asks no questions. They have 
an agreement: Giulia is there to listen, not to talk. Their new bond is as deep as it 
is mysterious, but when Giulia falls into M***o's arms, apparently lifeless, the 
agreement is bound to be broken. 
 
Have you even been afraid? 

Diego Barbera instills this question in the life of an ordinary man, one that has never experienced tangible fear. His 
novel, a Bildungsroman meet a love story, is a profound experience, in which the plot works as common ground, 
and the gentle writing is a high road leading to the discovery of the other. 
 
“Every second, every minute, every year that goes by, we are always us. It is just a matter of moving closer and farther 
from our fate.” 
 
 
Il posto giusto (THE RIGHT PLACE) 
Simona Garbarini 
 
2 reprints 
 
Shortlisted for John Fante Prize 
Shortlisted for Premio Italo Calvino 
Longlisted for Premio Lugnano 
 
Pages: 356 
Published: October 9, 2015 
 

The meeting on a suburban soccer field: Guido is the former head of a 
hospital ward who loves alcohol too much. Expelled from the hospital 
because of this, he gets a second life as a doctor for the junior team of Torino 
Soccer. Toni is eleven years old, his father is a heroin peddler and he is so good 
at soccer that this could change his destiny. 
An unexpected Adoption: Drug addiction, a sense of inadequacy, moving always on the edge; such ghosts are to 
be confronted together, with an eye to Toni’s future as a champion written in his stars. This,- Guido is sure, will be 
the right reward for both. 
The past is not forgotten, but memories and the people who dwell in them are not easily erased. So, when the 
past Toni and Guido fled from comes back to haunt them, they will try to hang on to their last chance to be truly 
happy. 
 
This novel a few years ago was shortlisted for Premio Calvino and Il Mio Libro and was also featured in 
Masterpiece, the first Italian TV reality show on literature. It's a novel about football and drug addiction, about the 
search for a way to be happy and how difficult it is to escape from the past. 
 
 

http://www.nanopress.it/cultura/2016/01/20/premio-nabokov-2015-vince-ti-scrivero-prima-del-confine-di-diego-barbera/108295/


Come una foglia al vento – cocaine bugs 
(LIKE A LEAF IN THE WIND - COCAINE BUGS) 
Claudio Metallo 
 
1 reprint 
 
honourable mention at Holmes Prize press release here. 

 
Pages: 192 
 
Published: December 05, 2014 
 
Peppe Blaganò is a down-and-out furniture-maker with a passion for South-
American football. His story is set in Calabria, Metallo's native region, and it is 
filled with ambiguous characters, willing to help old Peppe in exchange for 
small favors making sure that his passions reconcile with the 'Ndrangheta's 

interests. Mixing football and cocaine, food and drug trafficking, Come una foglia al vento – cocaine bugs is a 
gripping and quick novel, plunging the reader into the plot of the story and setting him free only when he's 
reached the last page. 
 
“You can be born a Southerner, and sometimes you can become one. Giuseppe “Peppe” Blaganò was born a 
Southerner.” 
 
ADIEU MON COEUR (Goodbye, My Heart) 
Angelo Calvisi 
 
1 reprint 
 
Pages: 184 
Published: January 2016 
 

Paolo is a successful musician but also a thirteen year old boy terrified not to 
please anyone, and an alcoholic prone to self-destruction. Paolo’s parents 
quarrel all day long; he has two half-French children, a yearly rendezvous that 
he just cannot skip, and he spent his teenage years in rehab. 
But Paolo is in love and that, you know, can make even a passing train change 
its direction. 
 
Once a week, however, Michela sent me little notes where she said she liked me. 
In one of those there was a kiss, i.e., a kiss printed with lipstick on the sheet. Michela's friend, named Erica, had handed 
me the note and asked me: - Do you want to get engaged? 
I looked at her agape, then Erica repeated: - Do you want to get engaged to Michela? 
- I can’t. - Why? – Because this summer the Football World Cup is on. 
 
Angelo Calvisi 
Angelo Calvisi, born in Genova in 1967. He wrote non fiction (Intervista a Dylan Dog, 1996), biographies (Amavo i 
Beatles o i Rolling Stones?, 1997), graphic novels (Sulla cattiva strada, 2014 - RoundRobin) and a lot of fiction (his 
latest novel is Un mucchio di giorni così, 2012 - Quarup). His short stories have been featured on prominent reviews 
such as Maltese narrazioni, inutile, Cadillac. He is an illustrator. 
 
Calvisi is great at mixing naive ways, with a typical immediacy of speech and a more reflective and cultured language. 
Think Gogol’s surreal and lifelike settings, mixed with Bristow’s comic strips. (Filippo La Porta – Left) 

https://amedit.wordpress.com/2016/02/15/premio-holmes-award-2016-menzione-donore-a-come-una-foglia-al-vento-cocaine-bugs/


Antipodi 
(Antipodes) 
Raffaele Napoli 
 
Pages: 232 
Published: April 16, 2015 
 
Can you exist in a world that claims otherwise? 
Marco woke up in a park in Cadiz, naked. He has no idea how he ended up 
there, nor does he remember anything of the day before. What's worse, the 
world seems to have forgotten about him. Nobody recognizes him any longer: 
his wife, his mother, even his own daughter have no idea who he is. 
 
What would you risk to be happy? 
Luca works at a hard discount store, he hates his life, and the woman he loves is 
married to another man. He only manages to live on thanks to a promise a 
shaman made to him before moving to New Zealand. Luca is betting everything on that promise. 
 
These two questions and the stories behind them intertwine and affect each other. Answers are given, but then 
they disappear, as if they never existed. The protagonists are worlds apart, and they are trying hard to live the life 
they have always wanted for themselves. 
 
“My name is Marco Salvini, I'm 34 years old and I live in Rome. I'm married to Anna Luzzetti, 30 years old. Together we 
have a 6-year-old daughter, Giulia. I own an IT consulting company. I have a house in Infernetto and I drive a Citroen C4. 
This is who I am. This is what I know. What I don't know is how I got here, and why.” 
 

Sempre meglio della realtà 
(Better Than the Real Thing) 
Daniele Titta 
 
Pages: 208 
 
Published: March 06, 2015 
 
A man falls in love with his flat. A group of youngsters try to survive a lethal 
epidemic in an old fun fair. As the world fights a Holy War against Lucifer, a man 
and a woman fall in love in Mexico City. Daniele Titta's short stories stem from 
scenarios like these, and they draw the reader in with their novel-like rhythm. 
Like plays on a stage, episodes of delirious madness and sudden metamorphoses 
take place in these dystopias, populated by viruses and demons. The characters 
are worn-out men and women, held captive by their own drives; they absorb the 
reader at a deep, emotional level. 

Daniele Titta's work is something quite peculiar in the Italian literary scenario: his short stories mix Clive Barker's 
vision with a complex plot and embellish it all with a refined language, in a way that appeals to both the keen 
reader and the sharp explorer of the human heart. 
The result is a literary crossover, a baffling journey to the furthermost limits of mankind, which is found aching, but 
not doomed. 
 
“You are changing, I smell it in your breath. What you are changing into, that I do not know.” 
“Will you be there?” 
“You did not leave me. I won't leave you, either.” 


